
Panorama
Barrel Sauna
Installation Guide



Please Note:
 

-Wooden saunas can absorb water from moist air
during transport or storage. As no protective

coatings can be applied for health reasons, your
sauna may expand somewhat over the course of its

journey to you. Slight variations in the length of
barrel staves are to be expected and will even out

over time.
 

-You should not assemble your sauna on a rainy day
or subsequently leave it in the rain unprotected.
While cedar is naturally insect, mould, and rot-
resistant, you may wish to consider applying an

exterior stain or alternate type of shingled roofing in
order to preserve your sauna's longevity and lock in
its beautiful colour, which otherwise tends to fade
and grey over time. Exterior stain, roofing, or some

kind of protective structure overtop is *highly*
recommended for pine.

 
-Leaving your sauna in the hot sun can result in

thermal deformation. A shade enclosure or roof may
be worth considering for this reason as well.



Tools Required:

Power drill and driver bit
 

Tape measure
 

Rubber mallet
 

Minimum one level, the longest you've got
 

Wrench set and/or adjustables
 

Extra screws
 
 
 
 

Ideally 3 people
 

Socket bit set for power drill

Recommended:



1. Space the 3 cradles out such that the holes in
your bottom stave line up with each one, and test

each cradle's evenness with a level



2. Make sure your bottom stave, which has two
rounded convex edges, has its notch facing in
the direction you want your front wall to face.
Screw it down in the locations indicated, and

check your axes once more with your level



3. Screw down the next two adjacent staves on
either side of your first, and continue doing so up

both walls of the cradles as far as you can go

4. Slot in and level the base piece of your
front wall



5. Position your door frame in the wide notch of
the base piece, and screw it down on its lower edge  

while a partner keeps it supported

6. Screw the base piece of the front wall into the
side pieces in the locations indicated 



7. Depending on the gap between the top of your
door frame and the top piece of the front wall,
you may need to add one of the included small

wood strips to achieve a tight seal



8. Screw the top piece of the front wall into the
side pieces as shown, and then screw the door

frame into the side pieces in the locations
indicated below by the black horizontal screws

inside the doorframe. After this, drop your
panorama bubble window into position 



9. Take the one wooden stave with two
concave ends and drop it into place at the
apex of the front wall and bubble window.
This will help keep the two of them in place

as you add the wall staves 



10. Begin adding one stave at a time as you
build up the side walls. If you are working

alone or as a duo, we recommend
temporarily screwing a few of them into the
edge of the front wall as you go. This will
prevent your wall staves from falling off

after you've placed them while you're
grabbing the next one. If you have a group

of 3, one person can hold one completed wall
in place, one person can hold the next wall in
progress as it goes up, and the third person

can be grabbing and placing staves.



11. Apply and secure your metal barrel straps as
indicated, keeping them loose for the moment
but not so loose there's any chance of staves

falling out of position. Our 6ft saunas will come
with 3 sets of straps, while our 8ft options will

come with 4



12. Once your straps are on, anyone holding walls
up can let go, and any screws used to keep staves
in place can be removed. At this point, your sauna
will usually still be resisting coming into a perfect

circle. Taking a rubber mallet, knock any bulges into
proper alignment 

13. Using wrenches to tighten your straps down,
knock the sauna periodically with your mallet in

various places to help the staves reach their
desired resting places



14. Screw down the outside floor panel as
shown. As before, our 6ft model will have 3

floor panels, and the 8ft will have 4

15. Screw the legs onto the outdoor benches,
then secure the legs and outer bench surface

to the lower wall of the sauna as shown



16. Entering the sauna now, screw down the
remaining floor panels followed by the legs

and benches in the same way



17. Screw support beams horizontally onto the
door and window sides of the bench closest to

the bubble window as shown



18. Place the notched centre leg and curved
window seat as shown, screwing the seat down

onto the support beams you just attached

19. Screw the centre leg in at both its base
and crown



20. Moving to the front wall, screw in the 3
towel hangers, upper central vent, and water

bottle shelf 



21. If you've ordered your sauna with a set of
bitumen shingles, you will find a set of eaves
included in your sauna kit. These should be

affixed to the front and rear edges as shown. 



22. Install your sauna heater as per its
instructions. In order to decrease the chance of
tripping and burns while entering/exiting, install
electric heaters on the opposite side of the door

relative to the side on which it opens (ie. the
opposite of what is being shown above). If
you've chosen an electric heater, a wooden

safety fence for it will be included with your kit,
which you can screw around your heater as soon

as it's safely mounted



23. Celebrate! Your barrel sauna is ready to
fire up and enjoy.


